
LATEX WRITE APPENDIX

The appendix package could be used here; the toc and page package options and the appendices environment will do
what you need.

You can now choose between the available tools on the flow. Furthermore current chapter and section will be
printed in the header. You can change the depth to which section numbering occurs, so you can turn it off
selectively. LaTeX allows you to give an optional extra version of the heading text which only gets used in the
Table of Contents and any running heads, if they are in effect. Code editor In the code editor you can write
code in different languages with syntax highlight. Note that this solution does not permit changing the depth
dynamically. For formatting paragraph indents and spacing between paragraphs, refer to the Paragraph
Formatting section. Simply type the text and leave a blank line between paragraphs. Just make sure the
external camera is plugged in before adding a new camera appendix. The backmatter behaves like the
frontmatter. Check the Counters chapter for a fix. Formula editor In the formula editor you can write LaTex
formulas. This will mark the code with grey and format the code correctly. Following tools are available in the
appendix manager: Drawing tool, webcam, code editor, file upload and formular editor. By default it is set to
3. We will give you some advice on how to use them properly. Frontmatter is not supposed to have sections,
so they will be numbered 0. As a new feature, the camera tool also supports plugging in an external webcam
while the lockdown browser is open. If you only want parts, chapters, and sections numbered, not subsections
or subsubsections etc. You can use the same mechanism to add lines to the List of Figures or List of Tables by
substituting lof or lot for toc. If you want the unnumbered section to be in the table of contents anyway, use
package unnumberedtotoc [1].


